Fitting Parametric Curves to Dense and Noisy Points 
A. Ardeshir Goshtasby
Abstract–Given a large set of irregularly spaced points in the plane, an algorithm for partitioning the points into subsets and fitting a parametric curve to each subset is described. The points
could be measurements from a physical phenomenon, and the objective in this process could be
to find patterns among the points and describe the phenomenon analytically. The points could be
measurements from a geometric model, and the objective could be to reconstruct the model by a
combination of parametric curves. The algorithm proposed here can be used in various applications, especially where given points are dense and noisy.

1 Introduction
In many science and engineering problems there is a need to fit a curve or curves to an irregularly spaced set of points. Curve fitting has been studied extensively in Approximation Theory
and Geometric Modeling, and there are numerous books on the subject [1,5,6,12,23]. Existing
techniques typically find a single curve segment that approximates or interpolates the given points.
Many techniques assume that the points are ordered and fit a curve to them by minimizing an error
criterion [3,7,8,14,16,22,27,29,31,34]. If the points are ordered, piecewise polynomial curves can
also be fitted to them [19,30]. Difficulties arise when the points are not ordered.
To fit curves to an irregularly spaced set of points: 1) the set should be partitioned into subsets,
2) the points in each subset should be ordered, and 3) a curve should be fitted to points in each
subset. This paper will provide solutions to the first two problems; that is, partitioning a point set
into subsets and ordering the points in each subset. Once the points in each subset are ordered,
existing techniques can be used to find the curves.
Given a large set of irregularly spaced points in the plane, fp i = (xi ; yi ) : i = 1; : : : ; N g,
we would like to fit one or more parametric curves to the points, with the number of the curves
to depend on the organization of the points and the resolution of the representation. When fitting
a parametric curve to an irregularly spaced set of points, the main problem is to find the nodes of
the curve. The nodes of a parametric curve determine the adjacency relation between the points
and order the points. The curve will then approximate the points in the order specified. Methods
to order sparse points [11,17,24] as well as dense points [25,26,32] have been developed. Existing
methods, however, fit a single curve segment to an entire data set. Sometimes it is not desirable
to fit a single curve segment to a large and complex point set, and it is necessary to represent the
geometric structure present in the point set by many curve segments. In this paper it will be shown
how to partition a point set into subsets and how to fit a parametric curve to each subset. A new
method to order a set of dense and noisy points for curve fitting will also be presented.
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In the proposed model, a radial field is centered at each point such that the strength of the
field monotonically decreases as one moves away from the point. The sum of the fields has the
averaging effect and reduces the effect of noise, and local maxima of the sum of the fields has the
effect of tracing the spine of the points. Therefore, we will use the local maxima of the sum of the
fields (the ridges of the obtained field surface) as an approximation to the curves to be determined.
Based on the organization of the points, disjoint ridges may be obtained, each suggesting a curve.
The ridges will be used to partition the points into subsets and fit a curve to each subset. In the
following, the steps of this process are described in detail.

2 Approach
A desirable property of an approximating curve is for it to pass as close as possible to the given
points while providing a certain smoothness appearance. For a dense point set, the curve cannot
pass close to all the points, so it is desired that the curve trace the spine of the points. In the model
proposed here, an initial estimation to a curve is obtained by taking points in the xy plane whose
sum of inverse distances to the given points is locally maximum. That is, if the sum of inverse
distances of point (x; y ) to given points f(x i ; yi ) : i = 1; : : : ; N g is larger than the sum of inverse
distances of points in the neighborhood of (x; y ) to the given points, then point (x; y ) is considered
an initial estimation to a point on the curve. Therefore, by tracing points in the xy plane that locally
maximize
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we find an approximation to the curves we want to find.
The function f can also be interpreted as follows: Suppose a radial field of strength 1 is centered
at point (xi ; yi ), i = 1; : : : ; N , such that the strength of the field decreases with inverse distance as
one moves away from the point. Then, the strength of the field at point (x; y ) will be [(x x i )2 +
(y yi)2 + 1] 21 , and the curves to be found can be considered points in the xy plane whose sum
of field values are locally maximum.
Once a set of points is given, the function f becomes fixed, and the obtained ridges will have a
fixed shape. In order to provide control over the shape or smoothness of obtained ridges, we revise
1
formula (1) as follows: If instead of inverse distances defined by [(x x i )2 + (y yi )2 + 1] 2 , we
use
[(x xi )2 + (y yi)2 + r2 ] 21
(2)
in equation (1), we obtain
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The basis functions defined by (2) are known as inverse multiquadrics [13]. The parameter r of the
basis functions can be varied to generate different surfaces [21]. Figure 1b shows the field surface
obtained when using the points of Fig. 1a and inverse multiquadric basis functions with r = 5.
Instead of inverse multiquadric basis functions, other radial basis functions [2,4,10,28,33,35]
also can be used to define function g . The choice of the basis functions influences the shape of
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the obtained field surface, the shape of the obtained ridges, and, consequently, the shape of the
obtained curves.
By tracing the local maxima of field surface g in the xy plane, we will obtain an approximation
to the curves. Parameter r changes the shape of the basis functions and affects the shape of the
field surface.
Local maxima of surface g can result in structures that contain branches and loops. The proposed model, therefore, can recover very complex patterns in dense and noisy point sets. Note also
that the proposed method does not require any knowledge about the adjacency relation between
the points. This method, in fact, provides the means to determine the adjacency relation between
the points.

3 Implementation
Derivation of an analytic formula that represents the local maxima of surface g may not be possible.
Digital approximation to the local maxima, however, is possible. This approximation is found in
the form of digital contours and is used to partition the points into subsets. To digitally trace surface
ridges, the surface is digitized into a digital image. The digitization process involves starting from
x = xmin and y = ymin and incrementing x and y by some small increment Æ until reaching
x = xmax and y = ymax . For each discrete (x; y ), the value for g (x; y ) is then found from formula
(3). xmin and xmax could be the smallest and largest x coordinates, and y min and ymax could be
the smallest and largest y coordinates of the given points. Parameter Æ is used as the increment
for both x and y because radially symmetric basis functions are used to define g . This parameter
determines the resolution of the obtained image. For a finer resolution, this parameter should be
reduced, while for a coarser resolution this parameter should be increased. If this parameter is to
be chosen automatically, it should be selected such that most given points map to unique pixels in
the obtained image.
Digitizing surface g in this manner will result in a digital image whose pixel values show
uniform samples from surface g . Figure 1b shows digitization of a field surface into an image of
256  256 pixels. To find the image ridges, pixels with locally maximum intensities are located.
To find locally maximum image intensities, the gradient magnitude and the gradient direction
[20] of the image at each pixel are determined. Gradient direction at a pixel is the direction at
which change in intensity at the pixel is maximum, and gradient magnitude is the magnitude of the
intensity change in the gradient direction at the pixel.
To find the ridges, we find each pixel A in the image where two pixels B and C that are adjacent
to it and are at its opposite sides have intensities that are smaller than that at A. Assuming that the
image obtained after digitizing surface g is represented by I , we mark the pixel at (i; j ) as A if one
of the following is true:

( 1; j ) < I (i; j )
I (i; j 1) < I (i; j )
I (i 1; j 1) < I (i; j )
I (i 1; j + 1) < I (i; j )
I i

&
&
&
&

( + 1; j ) < I (i; j );
I (i; j + 1) < I (i; j );
I (i + 1; j + 1) < I (i; j );
I (i + 1; j 1) < I (i; j ):
I i

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Using the image of Fig. 1b, we find that pixels in the contours shown in Fig. 1c are marked
as A. We will call the contours obtained in this manner the minor ridges of the image. Next, we
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find each pixel D whose value is not only larger than those of B and C adjacent to it and at its
opposite sides, but which also has a gradient direction that is the same as the direction obtained by
connecting pixels B and C . The gradient direction at a pixel is quantized with 45-degree steps to
ensure that only directions that are possible to obtain when connecting pixels B and C in an image
are obtained. The pixels marked as D are shown in Fig. 1d. We will call these contours the major
ridges of the image. As can be observed, major ridges are a subset of minor ridges. We also see
that major ridge points do not fall on small and noisy branches of the minor ridges but rather fall
on contours that represent the spines of the points. If the minor ridges are cut at the branch points,
and branches that do not contain a major ridge point are removed, and if the remaining contours
are thinned, we obtain Fig. 1e. The obtained contours will be called the local-maxima contours, or
simply the contours. These contours will be taken as approximations to the curves to be found. We
will use them not only to partition the points into subsets but also to order the points in the subsets.

4 Node Estimation
The method outlined in the preceding section determines contours that are approximations to the
curves to be found. These contours will be used to partition a point set into subsets and order the
points in each subset.
Suppose a point set has produced m contours; then, a point is assigned to contour j (1  j 
m) if it is closest to a pixel in contour j than to a pixel in any other contour. In this manner, a point
is assigned to one of m contours. This process, when completed, will partition a point set into m
subsets by assigning the points into one of m contours. Figures 2a and 2b show the point subsets
obtained in this manner from the point set of Fig. 1a.
To order points fqi : i = 1; : : : ; ng in subset j , for each point qi a point in contour j that is
closest to it is determined. We call the obtained contour point the projection of point q i . After
determining projections of all points in the subset to the contour, the contour is traced from one
end to the other, and in the order the projections are visited, the associated points are ordered.
Since the contours are approximations to the curves to be found, the contour length from a
projection to the start of the contour is divided by the length of the contour to obtain an arc-length
estimation to the node of the point. If the contour is closed, an arbitrary point on the contour is
taken as the start point. If the contour is open, one of the end points is taken as the start point.
The size of the image obtained by digitizing surface g determines the accuracy of the obtained
nodes. If the surface g is very coarsely digitized, the obtained contours will be very short, and
numerous points may produce the same node, especially when given points are dense. To provide
a more accurate node estimation, the surface g should be digitized into an image large enough to
produce unique nodes.
Once the coordinates of given points and the associated nodes are known, a parametric curve
can be fitted to the points by one of the existing methods [9,11,16,18,30]. Fitting rational Gaussian
(RaG) curves [9] to the points shown in Fig. 1a with nodes as determined above, we obtain the
curves shown in Fig. 1f. The curves are overlaid with the original points to show the quality of the
curve fitting. Note that these curves were obtained using the points in Fig. 1a and not the contour
points in Fig. 1e. The contour points were used only to partition a point set into subsets and to
determine the nodes of the points.
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5 Observations
To observe the behavior of the proposed curve-fitting method, results on three additional point sets
are shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3a shows noisy points along an open contour, Fig. 3c shows a dense and
noisy point set along the silhouette of a coffee mug, Fig. 3e shows irregularly spaced points along
the silhouette of a model plane and one of its wings. We can see the geometric structures in these
point sets and, if asked, can trace the structures manually without any difficulty. The algorithm
proposed here is intended to do the same. The curves obtained are shown in Figs. 3b, 3d, and 3f.
The point sets shown in Fig. 3 did not contain geometric structures with branches and loops. If
a point set contains branches and loops, the local-maxima contours will also contain branches and
loops. A single curve segment, however, cannot represent branching structures. The solution we
propose is to segment a complex contour into simple ones by cutting it at the branch points and
fitting a curve to each branch.

6 Summary and Conclusions
A large number of techniques for fitting parametric curves to irregularly spaced points have been
developed. These techniques fit a single curve to the given points and often require that the points
be ordered. In science and engineering problems that deal with measurement data, the given points
may not be ordered and they may contain noise. Moreover, it may not be appropriate to fit a single
curve segment to all of the points. In this paper, a method to partition a point set into subsets and
fit a parametric curve to each subset was described. The proposed method has the ability to take
into consideration the noisiness and denseness of a point set when obtaining the curves.
Also introduced was a method to determine the nodes of a parametric curve that approximates a
set of dense and noisy points. The proposed method provides the means to fit any parametric curve,
including B-Splines and Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines, to irregularly spaced points. Although
in this paper only inverse multiquadrics were used as basis functions to obtain a field surface from
which the curve segments were determined, other radial basis functions [33] can be used in the
same manner. Depending on the parametric curve formulation and the radial basis functions used,
the number and the shapes of the curves fitting to a set of points may vary.
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Fig. 1. (a) An irregularly spaced set of points. (b) A digitized field surface. (c) Contours
representing the minor ridges. (d) Contours representing the major ridges. (e) Localmaxima contours. (f) RaG curve with standard deviation = 0.04 fitting points in (a).
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Fig. 2. (a), (b) Two point subsets obtained from the point set of Fig. 1a.
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Fig. 3. A few curve-fitting examples.
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